


ABOUT ALGONT
ALGONT founded in 1989. Since its foundation the company has 
been running a successfull business in the field of development, production 
and deployment of intelligent security systems ensuring comprehensive 
security of facilities of any level of complexity and responsibility. 
High qualified experts are constantly researching and developing innovative 
approaches to create improved security and automation solutions.

ALGONT  offers  a  full  scope  of production process, starting from early project survey, 
front-end engineering, vulnerability analysis, equipment manufacturing,  software  
development, shipping and assembling, system integration, startup and adjustment, 
personal training, warranty and postproduction service along with free consulting for the 
product lifetime.

OUR PRIMARY AREAS OF BUSINESS ARE:
 software development and design of automated security and life-support solutions;

 hardware engineering and technologies for security systems (intelligent electronic devices, 
access control, security barriers, etc.);

 project engineering of integrated security systems (full cycle);

 equipment manufacturing at our own production facilities.

The company has all necessary licenses for its activities in various industries and    
effective system of quality management properly certified to ISO 9001:2008 and 
complying with GOST PB 15.002-2003. 
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OUR CLIENTS

Among our clients there are government structures (Russian Ministry of Defense,  Russian Federal 
Security Service, Ministry of Interior of Egypt, government nuclear company «RosAtom»), large 
enterprises (JSC «Gazprom», JSC «RosenergoAtom», JSC «Norilsk Nickel», JSC «GAZ»), industrial 
companies and banks.

Federal nuclear power
generation company

Ministry of Defense

Ministry of interior 
(Russian Federation)

Nuclear Power Plants:

Ministry of interior (Egypt)

Public Company Gazprom

Voronezh Aircraft Company

State Research Center of Virology
and Biotechnology «Vector»



M5 
ALGONT M5 is an unified integrating platform  
which combines five major systems of security and life-support for 
critical objects (large-scale production facility, military bases, power 
plants, police departments, etc.). 

М5

1.    Access control system;
2.   Video surveillance system;
3.   Security and fire alarm systems;
4.   Outer perimeter security system;
5.   Life-support and industrial automatics system.

FULL RANGE OF SERVICES 
ALGONT offers a full range of services to ensure security at your object - from initial 
research to installation, adjustment and warranty service.

M5 MEETS ALL PREMIUM SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS 
M5 supports numerous complex algorithms which allows you to configure the system  for 
any special requirements. It provides dozens of elements to configure unique operator 
dashboard in accordance with your demands, all kinds of reports and conducts detailed logging 
of all events. Platform is designed to integrate systems of any scale up to equipping the entire 
city.

ALGONT STOOD THE TEST OF TIME 
Our security solutions have proven themselves and have passed the test of time at 
large-scale production facilities, nuclear power stations, Ministry of Defense and 
government security service facilities. Once configured the system works for ten 
or more years without expensive maintenance.
UNIFIED ECOSYSTEM
M5 platform integrates a variety of equipment and software developed 
and manufactured in ALGONT. Thus you don’t have to worry about 
possible problems of integration of heterogeneous components - you 
get the whole complex from the same manufacturer. This is the case 
when one company is responsible for the operation of the entire 
system, not just its individual parts.
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ADVANCED ALGORITHMS AND ACCESS PERMISSIONS  
M5 platform works under special secure operating system. Extended system of access 
permissions settings meet the requirements for access control and security systems at critical 
sites. 

EACH OBJECT - UNIQUE SYSTEM 
M5 Platform allows to adapt the system to the needs of a particular object. 
Considering the importance of objects we serve, for each specific task we design a 
custom solution that takes into account required system architecture, level of redundancy, 
bandwidth load, access algorithms and dashboards. In the end customer receives a perfectly 
tailored system for his needs.

FULL BACK-UP AT EVERY LEVEL 
There are no such elements in M5 which cannot be backed-up. This distinguishes hi-end 
security systems from others. In case of failure or damage any node (database server, network 
hub, communication lines, processing servers) will be immediately replaced by the backup 
system and continue its operation as usual.

EASY INTEGRATION WITH ALREADY INSTALLED EQUIPMENT
M5 allows you to combine a variety of ALGONT products and equipment from other 
manufacturers. Already installed security and automatics equipment can be integrated and 
controlled by M5 platform. 



Example of M5 dashboard:











ACCESS CONTROL
ALGONT offers ALGO-425 series controllers as the basis 
for the construction of industrial-grade access control 
system.
All controllers are developed and produced in ALGONT  

   Autonomous non-volatile memory for 
100 000 events and 70 000 access cards;
   Work with mantraps, turnstiles, doors, 
architectural gateways, etc. ;
   Work under server management or autonomously if 
server goes offline. Full events synchronization once server 
goes back online;
   Reliable software - proven on hundreds of critical facilities; 
   Ability to work with biometrics, code-entry devices and 

weighing platform.

HIGH FLEXIBILITY
System allows to make a flexible configuration of access permission to each area 
including special regimes (convoy, «rule of two, three, ...», limit of people in the area and 
others).

ULTIMATE SCALABILITY
The number of access points (doors, turnstiles, mantraps, architectural gateways, 
etc.) is almost unlimited. You can always connect additional controllers to the system and 
organize access control at your growing facility.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Record late arrival and overtime work of your staff with working hours accounting 
subsystem. Print colored access cards according to your corporate style with 
card designer function. 

EQUIPMENT MESSAGE DELIVERY WITH MINIMAL DELAY 
Unlike most of our competitors who use polling serial protocols like 
RS-485, we use non-polling protocol CAN which provides immediate 
transfer of equipment messages without waiting for device turn. For 
communication via CAN bus protocol you need only two-wire cable. To 
increase the work distance at very large sites we use CAN-to-Ethernet 
and Ethernet-to-Fiber-optic adapter which provides great speed.

1.

CAN
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HIGH ACCURACY AND LEARNING ABILITY
The system provides an accurate comparison of the human face image with several templates, stored in 

the database. This system has self-learning function which adds new templates based on latest 

successful passages. This allows you to keep high accuracy and recognition speed during slow changing 

of user’s face - weight changing, beard growth, etc.

FULL PROTECTION AGAINST FALSIFICATION
The weakest point of such system is possibility to forge facial image 
with modern equipment. It is impossible to distinguish a real face from a high 
quality picture of it on hi-res smartphone, tablet or laptop PC display with 2D 

recognition algorithms.  All that makes the usage of 2D algorithms at high 
security facilities insecure. Our system works with 3D facial image. That is why 
it is impossible to cheat it by using printed photos and images on computer 
screen.  

VERSATILITY
Identification and verification. Bioidentification system can be used in identification mode when an 

access point is equipped with recognition console only, as well as in verification mode when system 

checks match between access card number and its holder’s face image. 

Durable capacitive touch screen. The recognition console is equipped with touch screen that allows you 

to enter PIN-code as an additional measure of access control. You can use same console for access and 

for initial user registration in the system.

ALGONT ID
FACIAL IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM WITH 3D RECOGNITIONпроизвод-
стве АЛГОНТ.  

3D recognition console:

3D console can be easily added to any checkpoint as an 
additional or primary mean of identification.

Recognition time:

 in the identification mode - less than 1 second when 
there are 100 000 users in database;

 in verification mode - less than 0.1 second regardless of 
the number of users.

Number of users is not limited by system architecture!

System can be easily scaled by connecting additional 
recognition servers or increasing their computing power. 
This allows you to use the system at large sites which 
require minimal passage time for thousands of 
employees.

Экран оператора М5:





ALGONT VIDEO
ALGONT VIDEO is an intelligent digital video surveillance 
system, which works as a part of M5 platform being tightly 
integrated with its components or can be used standalone.
 

Working as a part of M5 platform, 
ALGONT VIDEO provides instant 
reaction to events of all other 
subsystems. You can link together PTZ 
camera movement, video recording, alert on 
the operator dashboard with eny event of other 
M5 system: access control, fire alarm, perimeter 
security sensors, etc.

HIGH LEVEL OF DATA PROTECTION
System is based on protected system and special software that 
allows you to process secret data.

SCALABILITY
Several cameras or thousands? You can build a system to control the situation at the site of 
any scale.

INTELLECTUAL SEARCH
Smart search engine will provide you needed information ASAP.

POWERFUL ANALYTICS
Motion, smoke, fire and sabotage detection, facial and number plate recognition, 
automatic tracking of objects and other features greatly accelerate work of operators 
and allow operating to be more efficient. 

2.





FAILSAFE DISTRIBUTED STRUCTURE
 Separate services are responsible for each function of the system;

 Connected services are distributed through network. Failure of one of 
them does not affect the performance of entire system.

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM FEATURES:
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Number of servers in distributed system.............................

Number of network video-recorders......................................

Number of analytics servers........................................................

Number of operator workstations...........................................

Number of connected cameras................................................

PTZ cameras support.....................................................................

IP equipment support.....................................................................

Analog cameras support...............................................................

Video compression algorithms.................................................

Audio compression algorithms.................................................

Image resolution...............................................................................

Built-in analytics in camera support.......................................

Touchscreen support.....................................................................

Built-in means of data protection ..........................................

Integration...........................................................................................

Supported languages.....................................................................

Unlimited
Unlimited
Unlimited
Unlimited
Unlimited
Yes
Onvif Profile S, RTSP. 
via network video-coders
MJPEG, MPEG-4, H.264
G.711, G.726, AAC
Any supported by camera
Yes
Yes
Yes (Astra Linux SE)
ALGONT М5, open integration interface 
based on web-services
Russian, English, Arabic

Viewing archive: Equipment settings:

Archives. Work with fragments:Operator screen: 

ALGONT VIDEO. EXAMPLES OF DASHBOARDS: производстве АЛГОНТ.  



ALARM SYSTEM
ALGO-427 controller is a reliable solution that is capable to 
perform a number of tasks on building security alarm and 
fire supression systems.
 

CONTROLLER SPECIFICATIONS:
 Supports 16 alarm inputs (sensors) and 
16 relay outputs («open collector» or «dry 
contact» types) to connect actuators;
 Uses CAN bus to connect controller to server and 
to other controllers. Several (up to 8) controllers can be 
connected to a single CAN bus chain using only one 
communication line to hardware server. It greatly reduces 
installation and maintenance costs. Number of CAN-bus lines is not 

limited by system architecture, so you can fully equip very 
large sites.

PROTECTION FROM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
 Perimeter units operating temperature is from -50 to +85°С without 
forced heating or cooling;
 Lightning protection;
 Galvanic isolation.

3.

SPECIFICATIONS:
 System can work as a part of M5 platform or standalone;

 Signal delivery time to the hardware server is up to 0.5 
seconds even if all the sensors of 32km perimeter are alarmed;

 Each hardware server can poll a chain of 32 perimeter units 
connected to each other via RS-485 interface (maximum 
segment length is 1 km). Signal delay at each controller in 
chain is up to 1 ms;
 Communication lines, servers, workstations, network 
equipment - all units can be backed up;

 Cascading systems via Ethernet interface (equipping 
perimeters of any length).

SECURITY COMPLEX FOR OUTER PERIMETERS OF ANY LENGTH

PERIMETER SECURITY4.

Controller ALGO-511:



LIFE-SUPPORT AND AUTOMATICS5.

EXAMPLE OF STRUCTURE:

This ALGONT solution provides control over life-support, industrial automatics, 
technology process and other automated systems in accordance with pre-configured 
algorithms and monitors equipment condition.

ADVANCED ANALYTICS
System maintains detailed logging of changes in equipment status, analyzes technical 
condition and warns responsible staff in advance about a necessity to perform 
maintenance or repair of equipment. It also supports decision making in case of 
emergency.

VERSATILITY
The system can control and collect data on the equipment of different purpose from life 
support to production processes at industrial facilities. Equipment algorithms 
configuration is very flexible and can be adjusted to solve almost any task.

RELIABILITY AND EASY SERVICEABILITY
This system meets the most stringent requirements for fault tolerance by enabling 
multiple backup of all its components. Equipment can be quickly repaired by replacing 
easily removable standard elements.

AUTHORITY CONTROL
Flexible authority settings for operators. It enables for them an opportunity to ineract with only the 

parts of the complex for which they are responsible. This prevents unauthorized access to the 
system control.
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Actuators for pumps

Valve actuators

Pressure, temperature 
and other sensors

Actuators for 
ventilation

Hermetic valves 
actuators

Ventilation system
sensors

Refrigeration 
equipment

Actuators for pumps and
shut-off equipment

Conditioning sensors

Actuators and Locks for 
doors and hatches

Gas path actuators

Security sensors.



ALGO-322
BULLETPROOF MANTRAP
 

ALGO-322 is a part of an Access 
Control System. It is intended for:
 Organization of authorized 
entrance into protected areas and 
rooms and exit from them using: 
contactless access cards, human 
weighing,PIN-code, biometric parameters, 
explosives and radioactive materials 
detection;
 Preventing unauthorized access to protected 
areas and rooms;
 Mantrap construction complies bulletproof Class 2;
 Mantrap construction complies Class 1 of resistance 

to non-destructive influence.

THE MANTRAP IS A 
LOCKING DEVICE THAT PROVIDES:
 Complete locking of doors;

 Automatic and manual (in emergencies) door opening;

 Protection against the passage of two and more persons 
simultaneously;

 Trespasser blocking inside the mantrap.

SPECIFICATIONS:
 The mantrap is powered from single-phase AC power with 220 (+ 22; – 33) V,

(50 ± 1) Hz frequency;

 Power consumed by the mantrap from primary power supply, maximum 160 W;

 Operating temperature: from +5° С to +40° С;

 Limit temperature: from -50° С to +50° С;

 Relative humidity 80 % at the temperature of 25° С;

 Mantrap mass, maximum 900 kg;

 Mantrap overall dimensions, mm:
• width – 1200;
• length – 1200;
• height – 2350;
• passageway width – 700;
• ceiling height – 1985;

 Mantrap continuous work time – 24h*365.

RELIABILITY:
 Mean time before failure, h: minimum 100000;

 Service life: 10 years;
 Average recovery time (excluding spare parts delivery time), h, maximum: 1

Mantrap throughput: 360 persons per hour.

Technical throughput: up to 10 seconds.
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MAIN SPECIFICATIONS:
 Turnstile throughput: 8 persons per minute 
with sluice function, 20 persons per minute without 
sluice function;
 Ambient temperature: from -20º С to +50º С;

 Mean time before failure, h,: minimum 100000;

 Service life: 10 years.

ALGO-215P
FULL HEIGHT ROTOR TURNSTILE WITH SLUICE FUNCTION
AND WEIGHING PLATFORM

Turnstile TS-215P – electromechanical device, designed 
for implementation of sluice gateway function without 
any additional bars, wings, doors, etc.
Use of this type of turnstile in comparison with mantrap 
considerably reduces passage time and passageway 
space. The absence of additional structural and 
mechanical units increases reliability of turnstile 
operation.
Permitted passage of only one person at a time is 
controlled by weighing platform built in turnstile base. The 
weighing platform includes 4 strain sensors, which 
provide required measurement accuracy. Protection from 
«hanging on rotor» vulnerability is implemented with 
anadditional strain sensor for weighing the rotor.
Electric rotor drive turns on when the passage starts and 
continues to spin in the direction ofpassage until the 
turnstile achieves initial (closed) position.

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT:
 CCTV cameras;
 ALGO-429MP Access controller;
 Intercom;
 APCS-ID recognition console or other biometric readers 
(hand, fingerprint, iris, etc.);
 Code entry device;
 Explosives detector.
Passage control can be performed in automatic mode via 
commands from Access Control System and/or manually 
from remote controller on the operator’s desk.
Version of this turnstile without sluice function and weighing 
platform can be supplied. 
Turnstile is designed for use indoors or in the open air under 
a canopy.

Sluice function illustration:



Under vehicle inspection system
DOSMO

DOSMO is an Under vehicle inspection system developed and 
produced by ALGONT. Based on innovative technologies and 
protected software, DOSMO allows you to detect the presence 
of dangerous objects such as weapons, drugs and explosives 

attached to vehicle underbody. In addition DOSMO may be used to 
check vehicle underbody condition for defects, dirt and disturbance 

of structural integrity.

 Protection of critical facilities: 
embassies, military bases, border 
checkpoints, nuclear powerplants, 
prisons, etc.;
  Transport control at parking lots;
 Protection of crowded places: 
exhibition centers, stadiums, etc.;
 Equipping the quickly deployed 
traffic checkpoints.

RANGE OF APPLICATIONS:

 Recognition of license plates of any country 
for entry (and optionally for exit) included in 
basic package;  
 Automatic detection of foreign objects with 
highlighting the suspicious areas;
 Built-in automatic control system for 
barriers (entrance and exit);
  High quality Ultra HD image;
 The inspection unit is protected against 
hitting by heavy transport (trucks, armoured 
personnel carriers) with strong steel shell;
 High quality image even when a vehicle 
moves with unstable speed, stops above 
inspection unit (and even rolls back) and 
continues movement.

KEY FEATURES:

VERSIONS: 
 Mobile — uses ramp to install above the roadway;
 Stationary — inspection unit (scanner) is placed 
in same plane with the roadway (partially buried) .

Mobile version:

Operator workstation screenshot
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SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

 Maximum weight of vehicle — 40 t;

 Maximum speed of inspected vehicle д — 20 km/h (DOSMO does not require vehicle to 
stop for inspections);

 Vehicle suspension height — from 10 cm to 1 m.;

 Vehicle width of vehicle — from 1.1 m to 2.6 m;

 Maximum length of vehicle — 22 m;

 Automatic search for suspicious objects sized from 25х25 mm. 
Operator will see found suspicious areas highlighted with red 
frame and will hear alarm sound;

 Temperature range from -40⁰C to +50⁰C;

 Ingress protection: IP68.

SYSTEM INCLUDES:
 Workstation / database server implemented as 

all-in-one PC;

  Control unit (indoor placed switchboard cabinet);

  Inspection unit: depending on version is located above the roadway or should be mounted 
inside the roadway. 

Typical implementation of vehicle gateway
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